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The $ held broad gains, having rallied yesterday to an 8 year high against the yen 
after a batch of upbeat data bolstered the case for a US interest rate hike this year. 

 

Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Suga said excess volatility in FX rates was not 
desirable but added that the current pace of the yen’s decline hadn’t reached that 
level yet. He added the government would closely monitor FX movements. 

The BOJ minutes showed many of the board members thought risks to consumer 
prices were tilted to the downside due to the uncertainty about long term inflation 
expectations, consumer spending & the output gap. The members agreed risks to 
economic growth are balanced but they warned that growth could slow temporarily 
due to a nationwide sales tax increase scheduled for the start of fiscal 2017. 

 

$/JPY rallied to just shy of yesterday’s 8 year high. Stops at 123.35 remain safe, for 
now. Further selling ahead of 123.50 & 124.00, with stops above both. Support seen 
at 122.80/90 & 122.50. 

 

The IMF said the Chinese yuan was no longer undervalued. 

 

RBA’s Deputy Governor Lowes says would welcome the AU$ falling against the $ 
when the Fed eventually raises rates. 

 

AU$/$ fell  to multi week lows with the broad $ strength. Next support seen at 
0.7700 & 0.7680 with resistance at 0.7800. 

 

EUR/$ remains under pressure but bids at 1.0850/60 holding for now. Further option 
related bids seen at 1.0800. A small profit taking bounce has seen us break through 
resistance at 1.0900 with further offers at 1.0920 & 1.0950. 

EURUSD HANG SENG 

USDJPY NIKKEI 

GBPUSD JUN S&P 

USDCHF JUN NASDAQ 

AUDUSD JUL WTI CRUDE 

NZDUSD JUN GOLD 
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